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I. ,INTRODUCTION

Educators of severely handicapped students have seen the focus bf
curricular and research efforts shift from "how to teach" in the 1§60's
to "what ,to teach" in the early 1980's. The techniques of teachers such
as Edoukrd'Sequin (1864), Jean Itard (1894) andMaria Montessori (1912)
`influenced the early development of teaching strategies used by special
'educators. However, it was not until the last two decades that educators
witnessed the emergence of educational strategies from which large numbers
of,severely handicapped students could benefit. The sixties were
marked by the widespread influence of behavior analysts who proposed that
teachers could be more effective by: describing behavior more precisely;
establishing performance criteria; using elaborate measurement systems;4
and utilizing techniques such as contingent reinforcement, prompting, and
shaping (Baes, Wolf, & Risley, 1968; Bandura, 1969;, Skinner, 1968)..

s-
in the seventies, with a teaching technology in place, and more know-

ledge available about the learning ,and performance elcharacteristics of

severely handicapped students (Stokes 4 Baer, 1977), the foundation was
laid for a shift in emphasis from "how to teach" to "what to teach."
This period was marked, with demonstration projects designed to prove
that, through' the application of task analysis and sequencing proce-

.

dures, many complex skills could be broken down into manageable teaching
units.. Thus, severely handicapped students were successfully taught to
perform tasks such as assembling 24 -piece bicycle brakes (Cold, 1972,
1974); tying shoes (Martin, Kehoe, Bikd, Jensen, &Derbyshire, 1971);
and reading using fundamental word a k skills (Entrikin, York, 4
Brown, 1975).

During the early seventies, most curricula used with severely
handicapped students evolved from theories or models of normal develop-
ment. At that time, there was a tendency to organize curricular content
into motor, social, cognitive, self -carevand. possibly, prevocational
domiins: In the latter part of the seventies, this "developmental approach"
to curriculum design was subjected to much scrutiny. As educators became
aware of the vast discrepancy between the skills taught in classrooms
and those required for independent functioning in nonschool environments,
or those representative of the "Criterinn of Ultimate Functioning" (Brown,

Hamre-Nietupski, 1976), the need for ecologically-oriented
strategies became apparent. As a result, curriculum development strategies
were generated for the purpose of securing information about the skills,
necessary to function in specific community environments. Logical, the
curricular emphasis shifted again. This time, the shift was from what
to teach" to "where..to teach."

Today, it is not uncommon to see, hear, and read about instruction
that occurs in a variety of communit, environments, including restaurants
(van den Pol et al., 1981); grocery stores(Wheeler, Ford, Nietpuski,
& Brown,-14BD); pinball arcades (Hill,,Wehman, & Horst, 1982); 'and public
transportation environments (Coon,iVogelsberg, 4,Williams, 1981; Neef,
Nita, & Page, 1978). Looking towkrd the future, it appears that the
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before discussing'the techniques thei should
enhance teaching effiveness in community environments, a review of
contextually-base&f& to:instruction will be presented.

A. Contextually- Orientations to Instruction

,

Persons functioning in-community environments rarely are required J
to perform skills out of the contexts in which they are appropriate.. In
the past, a classroom teacher might-have spent a 15-minute session pro-

,

vididg repeated trials on the fine motor skills of reaching for and
graspingirrelevant objects. This isolated approach cannotbe viewed as
preparation, for the skills required to reach towdrd and grasp change, 4
from, the cashier at a checkLout counter. The context of exehanWg money
with a cashier involves the'performance of a rapid succession of responses
in which one response logically seta the occasion for the'next (Sailor
Guess, 1983). It follows that in order to prepare a, student to:emit the
responses required in specific community environments a contextually -
based strategy that will draw upon the:natural order in which such responses
typicalAp.occur is needed.

The work of Hirt, Warren, and their colleagues (Hart 6 Risley, 1975,
1980; Hart 6 Rogers-Warren, 1978; Warren, Rogers-Warreni Baer, fs Guess,
-1980) exemplifies a contextually-based strategy. Their "incidental .

teaching" strategiet have.been designed to elicit particular language
skille_by taking advantage of existing opportunities and creating
new oppgrtunitieS for such usage. For example, Hart and Risley (1975)
systematically prompted and delivered materials contingent on child-
initiated verbalizations during free play.

Others have emphasized the need. to teach skills in an order that
closely approximates that encountered in the natural. environment (Guess
et al., 1978; Holvoet, Guess, Mulligan, 6 Brown, 1980). Thess'authers
suggested that teachers establish' "behavior clusters" as a means to teach

--4everely handicapped studeni's to respond to natural contingencies. They
provided the following explanation of a "behavior cluster":

3

A behavior cluster.is a goup of two tomex behaviors ihkt are
sequenced in an order in which the behavAira-commonly occur in
the natutal environment. In other words, behaviors are taught
in context so that-the student can also learn to respond to
natural discriminative stimuli (Holvoet et al., 1980, p. 340).

A more environmentally-specific approach has been takenty, Brown
et al. (1980) who recommend that teachers actually'enter a community

'environment and determine the skills required of nonhandicapped persons
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as they initiate, proceed through, and terminate an activity. The.infor-
, mation secured in specific environments would then provide the contexl.

tual basis for instruction. Thisapproach, termed d-a "nonhandicapped person
inventory strategy "was later expanded to include the recording of the
naUral'cues and consequences under which the performan9e occurred
(Falvey, Brown, Lyon, Baumgart, & Schroeder, 1980).

Although these strategies can by no means be considered exhaustive
1 examples of contextually-based orientations to instrudtion, they'do

. represent significant contribUtions toward the goal of effective inter-

vention in community environments. Meaningful extensions of these orien-

tations:are now needed that will assist teachers when arranging for
instruction in' community environments and iheit making decisions about
250 natural cuesnd consequences that should be referenced during inst -

tion. Ete of these topics will be addressed in subsequent sections of
this chaiter.

II.. fACTORSWHICH INFLUENCE THE ARRANGEMENTS MADE FOR ...

INSNRUCTION IN COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENTS

A variety of arrangements must be made in preparation for instruction

in Community environments. Initially, decisions must be made tut:

a) the exact.locitions in which insieruction'will occur;

b) the amount of time that should be all
in community environments;.

ed to instruction

c) the length of instructional sessions, the frequency at which

)

the Osaiona Sho4d occur, and the time betren sessions.

)

ALdesirable outcome of any educational program is to ensure that a
student participates as actively as possible within the community environ-
ments in, which heshotaccesses now or' will access at some point in the
future. .It is apparent that this outcome cannot be achieved by utilising

- one particular strategy'or by making decisions based on one variable.

Rather, success depends on a variety oft a) student factors; b) activity

factors; and c) logistical fac4ra. SoMe of these will be described in
this section 101 relation to bow ?hey might influence the arrangements
made for insfluction in community environments. . -

A. Student Factors

Decisions about the arrangements made for community instruction might
be influenced by at least six student factors, including: chronological

age; postschool projections; motoric,,sensorial, health-related, and

behavioral difficulties; performance history in community environments;

parent/guardian formation; and unique learning and performance char-

4R12acteristici. Ea of these factors-are meant to be considered synergiL
cally, siqce they are likely to influence instructional decisions in
combination rarker than in isolation.x
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1. Chronological age

Since a goal of instruction is to enable students to participate
as actively as possible in community environments al adult a, the provi-
sion of ample amounts ofcommunity instruction' becomes increasingly
critical as students-get older. Students who receive a:large amount
of community instruction are more likely to graduate with the skills
necessary to function n the ultimate'settings of concern than those.
who do not. Therefore, the amount of no'nschool instruction should
increase with age. For example, while 5-year-old Susan spends most
of hirschool day engaged in school -bagel' instruction 20-year-old
Ralph receives all of his instruction outside of the school building
in vocational, recreation /leisure, domestic, and comMunity environments.

Not only should chronological'age influence the amount of, time
ascribed. to community instruction, but itc should also .influence the
exact'commUnity locations in which instruction is provided.i A-prime
'example of how t.ha-4ronologicalage of a student can influence the
exact location in whi h instruction occurs is the vocational arrange-
ment made for a severely handicapped adolescent in the Madison Metro-
politan School District. A student who is in his/her lasrlyear of high'
schOO1 (20 or 21 years of age) is provided instruction in. the exact
vocational environment in which he/she is expected to function upon
graduationl (for more information'on the vocational placement process
seeXBrown et al.; 1983; .and Sweet et al., 1982).

.

I

Chronological age can also influence the length of an instructional
session. For example, many teachers advocate'increasingthe length C'

of a vocational session ai a 'student's chronological age increases so
that by the time a student is 21, fie/she can endUre an 8.hour workday.

2. Post-school protections

When the precise locations of residential and vocational post-
.

school environments for a pes4,4cular student are determined prior, to
graduation, instruction can be provided in those exact locations.
Stanley, for example, is.19,years old and has just Moved into a Wist -
side group home where it is anticipated that he will continue to live
after graduation. Therefore, his teacher plans to provide domestic
training in that setting for the next 2 years, as well as recreation/
leisure and community instruction in the neighborhood in which the group
home is located This will helplio ensure that Stan will acquire the
skills necessary to function in those specific environments upon,
graduation.

3. Motoric, sensorial., health-related, and behavioral difficulties

These variables have been used to either increase' or decrease the
ratio of school to nonschool instruction,provided to an individual
student. Too often, teachers use motoric, sensorial, health-related;
and/or behavioral difficulties to justify a lack of community program.;
mina for a particular student'. For example, a teacher offered that

adue to sensorial difficultie(e.g., deaf /blindness) two of her
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students required aOstaacial/y more school-based instruction than
others ,in her Class who did not experience such difficulties.

.However, upon further examination of this rationale" one might arrive-.
at a very different and more justifiable conclusion. That is, the
presence af)gensorial diffiCultiee may be a rationale for providing
significantly greater amounts of nonschool instruction, because of ,the
poor .generalization abilities often reiated to multiple sensory
deficits. Greta, for example, Is. .a 144year-old Student whO.is deaf/
blind and profoundly mentally handicapped.. She receives mostof her
instruction in the nonschool eevironments in which she and her family
function, because of her multiple handicaps_ and the "resulting inability
to transfer training from on&environment to another.

P
4. Performance history in community environMents.

Perhaps,one of the most impor;ant'factorsto. consider when arranging
for instruction, in &community environment is:theiperformance'history
of a student. Oni can safely assume. hat students vha have demon-
strated. poor: generalization from simulated to nonschool settings in
the past 'will probably Continue to experience this problem. The
,potential for success as a result of simulated instruction In school
setting' for such -students is btful. iInstructian,in actual community,
environments is preferable. F example, Wanda's'training history
over the past 5 years in school eals that she rareryhas been
able to transfer sitlls learned in school to community environments.
Her teacher. 'has decided, therefore, to provide instruction to Wanda,
age 13, only in the community envirotments in which she will be
required'tolunctiontin'the foreseeable future.

-

5. Parent /guardian information
, t . 1,

Parents and other caregivers caw:offer valuable insights and
informatsion concerning- a student'* ability to function, in community.
environments. Mrs. Castana frequently reports that Jose engages in
activities at home that were first taught in school. For example,

'after learning to tie his'shoes in schoblejle was able- to do so at home'
when dressing in the morning. Whereas Jose was able to-benefit frog:

Abochool instruction for this particular activity, this benefit was not
Wrealiged in another activity. Mrs. Castana reports that he- is still

unable to order his own food in a reltaurant, despite the fict that
he has' had 2 years of simulated in-school instruction in these galls.
Thus, while Jose may benefit from school-based instructlon in some
areas, he may require community instruction in others.

6. Unique learning_ and performance characteristics

g Several factors related to an individual student's learning style
should be considered when making instructional decisions related. to
location. According to Brown et al. (1982),' severely handicapped
students, when compared.to nonhand icapped peers:

-acquire fewer skills in the same amount of time;
-have pool generalisation or transfer of training skills;

\_
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- require more instructional time and trials to acquire skills
at meaningful performance criterla;
-acquire fewer complex skills;
-experience retention and recoupment problems; and
- rarely synthesize skills acquired in different contexts.

For example, consider Jennifer, a student who learns to perform
complex tasks only after large amounts of instruttional time and
trials, retains few skills without ongoing practice, and rarely
generalizes acquired skills to new situations. The instructional
location decision which takei these factois into account would involve
training only in'exi4tt community environments. This situation is in
contrast to that'of. Jeffrey, who has demonstrated rapid skill acquisi-
tion and retention as well as good transfer of training across -

environments. For him, the risks-involved in providing school
instruction to supplement community training are minimal, as long as
verification of the desired performance occurs in 'the ultimate
environments of concern.

Perhaps the learning and performance characteristic that has
received the most attention in the literature is that of generalization
(see Donnellan & Mirenda, is press, for a review of this issue).
Generalization is especially important within the contest of this
discussion. That is, rarely does a teacher have the luxury of

,providing instructioU in all of the community environments that are
significant to each student in his/her class. If such a training model
were possible, then selecting the exact locations or instruction would
be a fairly easy task. This,. however, is not the se. For many
students, the community environments 11mA/eh they are trained are not
the exact locations in which performance is ult ely required. Thusel
the student's ability to generalise becom0, ap portant factor to
consider when determining "where" to teeih:ft-'

Much of the research conducted in the area Of generaliikt4en/has
focused on facilitating generalization from a simulated training
environment, to a specific to unity environment of concern. Several

t severely handicapped students who were
t f4mtrained in bus-riding (Nee et al., 19781, street crossing (Page,
Iwala, fi Neef, 1976), and fast food restaurant skills'(van den Pol et
al., 1981) in training environments designed to simulate the actual
settings demonstrated good generalization tornontraining environments.
'Other studies, however, have reported poor generalization despite ehe
use of this strategy. Coon et al. (1981) and Hill et al. (1982),
for example, reported that generalization from training to nontraining
environments was poor'fo students who were taught public transporta-
tion and pinball machine use, respective*, despite the introduction of
nontraining environment timuli to the training settings.

Very little of the research conducted in the area of generaliza-
tion has focused on facilitating generalization from one community
environment to another. In accordance with the practice of program-
ming common stimuli (Stokes & Baer, 1977). and Ford
(1983) investigated the generalization performance of three severely
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handicapped students who.were.taught to engage in .meal preparation

2;7

and activities in a nonschool domestic training environ-
ment. Wh the physical stimuli available in the students' actual
homes_were used during instruction in the domestic training environ-
meWNi 100; of the targeted skills generalized. Th.e study by Ford
(198) which examined the generalization of eight,Severely handicapped
students from one department store setting to another; greater than 77;
of the responies acquired in the training environment generalized to
the novel department store. However promising these findings, the
researchers in these two studies pointed out the limited generalizability
of their findings to the broad class of students ascribed the label
"severely handicapped." The students participating in these studiei had
a significant amount. of previous community instruction in grocery
stores, restaurants, vocational sites, etc. In addition, most we "e
funCtioning intellectually in the moderate range of mental retarda -,

tion. Thus, the findings cited must be interpreted guardedly when
applied'to students who have not experienced such, extensive community
training or who are less sophisticated intellectually. Additional
research is needed in this area to strengthen the information base from
which decisions about community instruction can be made. 'Table 1

41 contains a decisicin matrix that can be used as a guide when analyzing
the factors which influence the arrangements made for instruction ,in
community environments...

B. Activity Factors

.

Decisions about the arrangements made for community instruction might
be influenced by at least two activity factors: the complexity of the
activity; and the extent to which features of the environment and
activity can be replicated.

.N

1. Complexity of the' activity

Engaging in activi ies .n the community often requireslresponding
to stgauli which are tremely unpredictable and complex. Consider
a busy intersectio where street crossing will be taught. Some of the
stimuli a stu4eni must learn to respond to include curbs, curb cuts,
the actions of other, pedestrians, the walk/don't walk sign, cars in
motion, and snow drifts. Add g to the complexity of this activity
is the extremely brief per between the point at which the stimuli
are presented and the p3 at which a response is required (e.g., a 'IN
"walk" sign is display and moments later a student must make a
response). The com ity of this and other transportation-related
activities has prompted many teachers to begin community instruction'
with students who are as young as 5 )mars of age. Furthermore, the

ii4tbliofreq ncy at wtich the sessions occur is often much greater (e.g.,
on iksiii) than the sessions arranged for other activities.

2. The extent to which features of the environment and activity can
be replicated

Some community activities and environments can be more read4ly
simulated in school settings than other's. Street crossing, for example,

10
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_ is not conducive to simulation in school, because the stimaiiresent
in actual street environments'are too unpredictable, varied, and

spontaneous. Other activities,' such as shimming in the YMCA pool,'
'spectating at a high school football game,-and browsing in a large
shopping mall may be virtually impossible to simulate in school.

Some activities, however, can be at least partially simulated in

school with a degree of success. FOr example, George, age 8, receives

.
instruction in a simulated McDonald's restaurant in the classroom,
which includes menus, signs, an ordering counter, trays,and seats
constructed to replicate some of the stimuli encountered'at McDonald's.
He is able to transfer much of this training to McDonaldls. The

skills that,he has difficulty generalizing (e.g., reading,the menu
on the lighted, display above the counter, responding to the verbal
cue of the clerk, and maneuvering his way back to the table upon
.receipt of his food) then become the a'phases of instruction in the

actual community environment.

These activity and environmental factorsairit be considered in
:combination vil.th'the previously mentioned :student factors. A matrix
of "Activity Factort" which may influence the arrangements made for
instruction in community environments is presented in Table 2.

C., Logistical Factors

Undoubtedly, finat-decisions'about instructional arrangements will be

influenCed by at'leaet three.. ogistical factors: staff -to- student ratios;

tianIPOrtation;: and cost. Whereas many other logistical factors could
be disCuased here, these three hair(' been selected because they seem-to

.-be encountered 'Joie frequently than others. .

,

1. Staff-to-student ratios

i

Few classrooms are staffed with, enough personirel to provide 1:1

instruction to each student throughout the school day. Typically,
if a teacher- chooses to provide 1:1 instruction in the community,
it is. at the expense of the other. students who remain back in the

classroom. However, effeCtive group instruction can occur. in com-

munity, environments. The effectiveness of group instruction will be
influenced by the raze of The group and its make-up. For example,.

consider a situation where a teacher -is to provide instruction to four
studenfs in a grocery store. This ratio might influence the selection

of the environment. That is, a large grocery store will be better
able to discretely accommodate a group of four than a small convenience

store.. Furthermore, the'make-up of the group should also be considered.
What if the four were all ,nonambulatory and in need of intensive
physical intervention by the teacher? Imagine the reactions Of nonhandi-
capped shoppers.who, upon entering Aisle 10, see four. wheelchairs
together, and 'decide to move to another area of the store which is less
"crowded." 'Certainly, a 1:4 staff-to-student ratio is manageable,
but the homogeneity- of the group might bring.underiirebte attention to

13
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A Matrix of theActivIty Factors" Which infltipce the Arrangements Made for Instruction in Community Environments ,-
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and Activity: r.

Activity Factors

Complexity of the Activity The Extent to Which Features of the
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in community environ-

ments?

c) The length of instruc-

tional sessions, the

frequency at which the

sessions should occur,

and the time between

sessions?
f
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the'ir presence. Instead, a student in a wheelchair might be, grouped
with three ambulatory itudents. In addition, 2 of the 4 students might
be seleCced,because they are more fluentin their performance and
could thus-engage:inahopping without di.riect ,teacher intervention for

part of.the,time:

2. Transportation.

The distance between school and a specific community environeent
will also influence instructional arrangements. For example,'groceky
stores; shopping malls, and restaurants might be selected beckuse.
their proximity to school enablesatudentsto -walk or wheel to them.
This practice should not beSonsidered restrictive if a student'is
attending school close to his/hir home and, thertfore, is learning
to function in the environments he/she is likely to frequent during
nonschool hours.

1-\__J.
Other decisions about community instruction are influenced by the

type of transportation available. For exaaple, Sherry, 11, and
Joann, 12, are learning to ride a city bus to a vocational training
site which is locatpd downtown. They receive training on Thesdays.
The data related td their.acquisition of street crossing and bus
riding skills in the downtown area Were interpreted to mean that
additional training was needed.. Thus, arrangements .were made for.
thee to'travel the same route dOwntown on Thursdays to the public
library, where they would receive-instruction.in recreation/leisure

° skills,previously identified as objectives'in their reapectiveIEP's.
ere, the need to increase the frequency of bus riding sessions was

of the factoks which influenced these community instructional
:a =Omen*

Coit .

The cost of an activity should be considered when making arrange -
men s foi community instruction. This is not to say that students
sho ld be denied access to activities that require money. Rather,
cost y activities should be scheduled in a manner that will minimize

V/the financial burden on the student and s or her family. For example,

wha teenager, on a wedkly allowance, can afford to go to a movie, eat
out in a restaurant, buy an item in a department store, play pinball,
and rchase, food items from vending machines? Instead of arranging ,

for al of these activities to occur in one week, the costly
activit es might 'be scheduled for instruction With more time between

,

them. ---)

fortunitely, logistical factors are often_given priority,over'
indiv dal student needs'and activity variables. It is common'to hear
comme ts.'such ai "We can't provide instruction on a Friday night"
or "There is net transportation available" offered as rationales for
a lack-of community instruction. Although these facters,present real
scheduling challenges to the provision of-Community instruction and

cannot i. ignored, they alone should not determine the arrangements

16



TABLE 3

A Matrix of the HL istical Factors" Which InflUence the Arran nts Made for Instruction in Communit Envir nts

I

Identify Student:

L

Identify Activfly: '

Staff-to-Student Ratios

How Might This Factor

Influence:

a) The exact' locations

ip which Instruc-

tion will occur?

b) The amount of time

allocated to

Instruction In

community environ-

ments?

c) The length,of instruc-

tional sessions, the

frequency at which the

sessions should occur,

and the time between

sessions,

17
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made for community instruction. Recently, several authors have
reported strategies which address such logistical problems (see."
Hamre-Nietupski, Nietupski, Bates, 1-Maurer, 1982; and, Wehman Es Hill,
1982). Creative problem-solving strategies must be genetated to find
solutions to logistical barriers which unnecessarily limit the amount..
and location of community instruction. A matrix of "Logistical FactorM"

. which may influence the .arrangements made for instruction in community
environments is preSented in Table 3.

Once de6isions have been. made about the' exact locations in which
instruction will occur, the amount of time that should be allocated
to _instruction in community environments, and the scheduling of-the
sesions, decisions of a more precise nature can be made. One of. the
many decisions. that needs to be made within that environment pertains
to the cues and consequences that should be referenced during instruc-
tion.

A NATURAL CUES AND CONSEQUENCES DECISION MODEL

Community environments 61fer a rich variety of cues that rarely lend
themselVester the rearrangeMent strategies typically used in the class-
room. For. example, in a classroom environment, a teacher may determine
that a four-choice discrimination task is "too difficult" for a student,.
and may rearrange the stimulus array so that the student need only respond
to three items: *Waver, the rearrangement strategy that proved successfur-
in the classroom miy not be feasible when teaching discrimination skills
such as those necessary to select a can,of peas from the canned foods
section of.the grocery store or_to lockte.a pen in the stationery section
of the department store. Instead, strategies suit be considered that
facilitate a discrlminativoreeponse by drawing a student's attention to,,:
the most relevant natural cues without rearranging the complex stimulus..
array.

. To provide a systematic strategy for determiding the natural cues to
'reference and the teaching proCedures to:use, a decision model hasj)efen
developed. This model includes deciskone about natural cues as Well as
deCisionsabout natural consequences. of question's or decision
rules has been formulated toassist teachetswhen:.-a) selecting the
skills to teach in a community environment,;;' b) deciding whether a natural °.
consequence ShOuld serve al the sole corrective procedure4. c) selecting
relevant natural cues; d) determining the tYpe of teaching procedure
to use in a community environment; zandle) determining the data collection
procedures that will result in meaningful prograMnatic changes. 'A
schematic representation of these decision rulegientitled, "A Natural Cues
and Consequences Decision Model" is presented in Figure 1. It should be

3
The stimuli that are generally available in an environment and serve

to elicit common discriminative responses are referred to here as
natural cues.

4
The stimuli that are generally available in -an environment after

.

a response has already occurred and serve to strengthen; maintain, weaken,
or elitinate-that response are referred to as natural consequences.

19 t
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clear fromthis model that deCisions about natural cues and consequences
merely form a subset of a larger set of questions that must be answered
when determining the most efficacious manner in which to teach a severely
'handicapped' student too o function in a communitenvironment.

N 4. .

A. Sele6ting the Skills to Teach
. -.

The first step of the decision model. involves conducting a nonhandi-
capped person inventory, which essentially requires the sequential listing
of the skills demonstrated by nonhandicapped persons functioning in a
Rarticular environment (Brown et al., 1980). This nonhandicapped person
inventory serves two purposes: first, to ascertain.the natural order of
skills required of persons who generally engage in a particular. activity;
and second,.to prepare a criterion- referenced assessment tool with which
the performance of a-aeverely handicapped student can be measuebd. The
performance by a seveiely handicapped student is.. hen assessed and compared
to that of a nonhandicapped person. Following this, the discrepant or
"missing" skills from the repertoire of the severely handicapped'student
are analyzed and targeted for instruction.

. This phase of the deciaion
process is refer ed to here 'and elsewhere (Brown at al,, 1980; Ford et
al., 1983),as-"co ductinra discrepancy analYsp. el

Upon analyzing the discrepancies between the performance required
and that. exhibited by.the'severely handicapped. student, determinations of
"What to teach" can be made. One of the beit mays to arrange for more
active participation in an activity is, through the use of an individualized
adaptation that compensates for a specific performance discrepancy. That
is4 if a severely handicapped student is unable to perform a particular
skill due to motoric, communicative, visual, or other deficits, an
adaftation might be created so as to allow or mbre active participat

'if r

n.
For example, a severely handicapped stud t may not be able to emem
items to be purchased in a department store. Furthermore, he or she,
not be able to read a list of printed words. Instead, the student migh
be taught to use a picture list as one way of addressing this discrepancy.
The reader interested in further examples and specific strategies for
generating a variety of individualized adaptations is referred to Baumgart

,et al. (1982).

For students with many discrepant skills, it will be.tmportant to
determine which skilli will be taught first. When selecting Anstructiollal
targets for students with limited response repertoires, Ford et al. (190)
suggested that a teacher consider a number' of factors. The following
series of questions capsulizes.these factors:

Will performance of this skill occur frequently and on a routine
basis?

Will this skill occur across a variety.of environments and
activities ?'

Will performance of this skill result in less involvement by
Caregivers?

21
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Will performance of this skill allow a student to further
develop motoric, sensorial, and communicative functioning?

Will performance of this skill allow a student to influence
the actions of others?

Will performance of this still help to establish a primary.
motivational source for engaging in the activity?

Will performance of this skill require that a student interact
socially with a nonhandicapped and/or handicapped individual?

Will performance of this skill enhance the development of a
life sustaining function?

The process of targeting skills should be influenced, by the multiplicity
of a studenes'handicif)ping condition. Certainly, the 'performance char-
acteristics of one student will result in an entirely different determina-
tion of the skills selected for instructional emphasis than will the
performancev,characteristics of. another.

B. Deciding Whether a Natural Consequence,Should Serve as the. Sole
Corrective Procedure

Once the selection of target skills has occurred, an examination
of the natural cues and consequences is warranted. One of the firit
questions posed the decision model is, "Should the natural conse-
quences serve the sole corrective procedure?" Rarely can this
question beAsns red affirmatively wheaseverely handicapped students are
concerned: -lhat is, most natural consequences do not occur with suffi-
cient magnitude and immediacy for their use to be considered an educa-
tionally sound corrective procedure. This seems:especially true during .

the acquisition phase of learning. For example, the response, "waiting
at a cash register diet is not open," may result in the natural consequence
of experiencing an undue amount of wasted time, or receiving corrective
verbal feedback from another consumer. Upon making an error of this
sort, nonhandicapped persons may display signs of f ustration or embar-
rassment and, at the next opportunity; may take gr er care to perform:
the skill correctly. However, for many severely han Capped students,
the provision of such incidental, consequential information alone is not
likely to have a significant impact on future performance. Given the
'subtle nature of the corrective information and what is known about the
learning characteristics.of severely handicapped students, a decision
may be made norin allow the natural consequence to act as the sole
corrective procedure.

Additionally, public perceptions may influence decision. For example,
Joe, severely handicapped student, hands the.cleik all the money he
has. The clirkindicates that the money offered is not enough to cover
the cost.of the it to_be purchased. After repeated questioning, Joe
communicates that he has no more money. Meanwhile, the people in line
behind hi. have waited for at least 5 minutel. Finally, Joe is told to

.

I(
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return the item to the shelf. Whereaa this natural consequence may
have an impact on sloes subsequent performance, it is doubtful that, this
should,be considered a viable corrective procedure, given the risk of
engendering negative public perceptions. 1

Still another issue relates to the safety of a student. An obvious
example of a natural consequence posing a safety problem his that of a
student who steps of of a curb into the path of a moving car. The
screeching brakes of the car may serve as an effective natural consequence
for one who proceeds to cross ,a street without looking, but it hardly
represents a safe instructional option. When a teacher decides that the
natural consequence should not serve as the sole corrective procedure,
,the decision-making process shifts, to a natural cue orientation (see
the left portion of the schematic representation depicted in Figure I,
p.162).

165

C. Selecting Relevant NaturaVU s

gach response' made in a community envircihment is preceded by' specific
natural cues. For example, in a sit-down restaurant, a student must
acknowledge the presence of the waiter and the verbal cue "Can I take your
order?" (both natural cues) before touching the picture card may use
to communicate his food preferences. Using the decision model previously
described, natural cues can be identified and selected for each skill_
targeted for instruction.

Zeeman and House (1963) proposed that a major factor influencing the
poor performance-of mentally retarded students on discrimination tasks
is their failure to attend to the most relevant cues. Through,the use of
a backwards learning curve, they demonstrated that performance is generally
at chance level until in ab pt change occurs, followed by acquisitioeW
ithe desired discriminative r sponse. According to. Zeaman and House (1063):
this'abrupt change signified he point at which discrimination learning
begins:

...the visual discrimina ion learning of mentally retarded
children requires the ac isition of a chain of two res
1) attending to the relevant stimulus dimension; an
proaChing the correct cue orthat dimension. The d

jnses:

) ap-
fficulty

t retardates (sic) have in discrimination learning is re
t limitations in the first, or attention, phase of this dual
ocess rather than the second (p. 220).

More recent investigations of essentially the same thy have been
conducted, and the results support 'the contention that severer)? handi-

capped individuals have difficulty.selectively attend'ing to the salient
features of visual'stimuli (Boersmi 6 Muir, 1975; Krupa , 1979).

A relayed finding within the context of discrimination tasks is that
the more salient the relevant cue, the greater the likelihood that a
student will attend to it, and the faster the rate,of skill acquisition
(Miller, 1979; Suchman 6 Trabasso, 1966). Many attempts have been made to
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4

examine the saliency of cues in discrimination learning by severely handi-
capped students. For-example, contrast, size, complexity, novelty, and
brightness are all features that have- been identified as enhancing.selec=
tive attention (Fantz,.Fagan.,.& Miranda, 1975; Gibson, 1969; Lubker,
1967, 1969a, b.; Stevenson, 1972). .

Decisions as to which natural cues to reference during instruction
must be based on individual learning and performance characteristics.
Obviously, if a\_atudent is blind; visual cues would not be selected.
Furthermore; to enhance generalization, the, selection of cues should
account for the notion of programming common stimuli (Stokes Es Baer,
1977). In accordance with this notion, the cues that are available in
generalization or,untrained environments might be incorporated into the
training environment. Far example, examination of a department store
might reveal that "an array of-filler paper" and "crayons" serve as relevant
natural aues for locating a notebook. This might be in contrast tb the
training environment, where a sign with the printed label "school supplies"
is identified as the relevant cue. This, information might lead to 4
decision to reference all three cues during instruction in,the,training
environment. ,An example of a natural cue inventory used fo produce this
information is presented in Table 4. This table 'contains a listing of
cues available in three department stores when performing the skills
necessary to "browse for" a notebook.

D Determining_ the Types of Teaching Procedures to Use in Community
Environments

The, decision model presented in Figure 1 uses as its framework the
order of skills that naturally occur in a community environment (a
nonhandicapped person Inventory). This framework provides the basis from
wbich skills can be targeted and natural cues and consequences can be
se1ected. Decisions still need to be made about the type of teaching
procedure to use in a community environment. More specifically, decisions
must be made,about: 1) the prompting procedures used to accentuate the
natural cues; 2) the point at which the intervention should occur; 3) the
procedures' used to strengthen a response; and 4) the used to
fade instructional cues;

1. A e prompting procedures used to accentuate the relevant cues

In keeping with the notion that the more salient the natural cue,
the more likely a student -is to attend to it, educators have examined
the. effectiveness of teaching procedures designed to accentuate the
salient features of cues and thus increase the rate of skill acquisim
tionon.discrimination tasks. 'Wolfe and Cuvo (1978) described two
categories of procedurts.used to accentuate relevant cues: within-
stimulus prompting and extra-stimulus prompting.

Wolfe and Cuvo (19781) described, within-stimulus prompting as a
procedure whi halters the stimuli which should trigger a response
so as to acce tuate their critical features. They found that students

_learned signi icantly more letters when they were trained using within-
stimulus prompting (i.e., accentuating critical features of the
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,
. ..

stimuli, sucheesdartening the printrof letter) as tomPared to
eitra-Stimulus ,prompting (1.e.,,adding.a pographically dif(drent

.r. .....,
cue,. such as pOinting a,finder).. "'H ., - ..

0. .

Within-dtimultis prOlpting isa.procedure thei.hes been used
'.effectively in Many'community instrUctiodel, sittlationa. COntider a
student who is learning to set. thelible'inia domestic training-site,

....

The task requirei positioning a plate, napkin, knife, fork, spoon, .

and glass'on a placemat: An outline of each item is drawn on the./
placemat to-accentuate relative positions and unique shapes.' As I

legrning occurs, these outlines are
the

until.the.drawings are no
longer needed in order to perform the tisk in an acceptable manner. %

. Another example involves the taskfof. locating a personalized time
card at .work. All the empleyee cards,- including the student's, have
labels printed across the ,top with the individual's identification
number, last name,,and first name. Althotah the student has learned
to recognili his name in other contexts, it beebmes obvi s that he
needs instruction on this neWli-encountered'discrimlnatio task. The
teacher decides 'to darken te\1 tters of ,hip first name t 'facilitate
the discrimination process. Th .1thin=stimra tras procedure is used

with the intenti of fading the darkened letters until the student
Can discrim te among the orig 1.printed lahels.

\I .

A final ricample. of.a 4thin-stimq/us prociedure involve? a student
who is learning to cafe 1 box of ,cereal 0 a grocery itdie. A within-
stimulus prompt i provided by positioning the box in front of the
other cereal box . The intention is to fade the cue accentmationAly-
gradually moving the box back to iti. original location.

kdistinction shOult be made between withip - stimulus prompting and
the use of,redundant cues. A withinr.iiimulusPrompt makes use of the
natural features of.the stimuli them6414.s. The use of a redundant
cue often goes beyond the actentuationf natural features and adds
powerful but .unrelated cues to facilitate i discriminative-response.
FOr example, Gold (1972) ciemonitratedHihat through the use of redundant
cues involving color coding,.a 15-piece\assembly task could beAompleted
in half the trials needed -.by the students who did not use the colOr
coded parts. Two years. later, Gold (1974) Studied three .different
procedures designed to fade the color cues. All three fading Proc.=
dures worked equally'well. 'Perhaps, the signifitance of this 'latter
study4814es in the ecknowlidgement that the efficiency of redundant
cue, training, must he:counterbalanced with the time needed to fade those
cues.. Whenthe ultimate goal is for the student to respond to
naturally- occurring stimuli, the time required to fade the redundant
cues is an important factor: '

.-i.-6-=

.
......,,,:

.

There. arelyhowever, occasions when redundant cues are created::
without the intention of fading them: Instead,- they become, integral
components of the task and.'can.be referredtOas adaptationsi or more
Specifically, ais"material adaptations". (8auMgert et al., 1982); To

illuitrate hoir the use .of such cues differs from that of .a within7
stimulus procedure, the reader Is reminded of,one Of the examples of



A within-st.imulus prompt given previously.' The,eXample involved
darkening letters on a time card .to: facilitate. this d.iicriminstive.
response of a student who was to find: his 'card among those of his
.co-Workers. One can easily' sebow the darkened letters could be
faded until the student' ultimately responded to the natural cue of hits.
printed name. But consider 'a different student who is blind and is
receiving training at that same 'vocational site.. Her time Card; Was
adapted with a raised, impr.epsion. of .a symbOl which.. she .learned .to
'recognite as her name. When creating this adap'tatiptiP. the teacher. had
no intention of fading it to the:point where'the sdkddnt would be
respo Solely to the natUral.cue of the printed

While within-stimulus prompting and the adaptation of materials.
eanlmeffective tools when., providing instigation in some couseunity
environments, 'their limitations become obvious when:considering,their.
use in.others.,. Although one might be able to convince an employer to
color -code shilVes in a stock room to simplify a vocational task, it
is doubtful that. such an adaptation. would be received favorably j
department...lioreofficials.. Imagine,'tryini.to convince a department
Store manager to paint arrows on the: floors of the eisles.in order to
provide redundant cues for severely handicapped, students to .shop int. a .
systematic': fashion! An alternative to withinrstimalue Prompting and
adaptation, 'of materials is-what Wolfe and Cuvo:(1978),.have referred.

.. to as:"extrastimulus prolePting."

Wolfe and. Cuvo (1978)-deeckibed.extra"-stlieulus proapting'as
procedure which adds a topographically different. Cue, such as pointing.

'a finger, in an .attempt to facilitate discrimination. Teachers often .

,do.. this ly pcoSiding."'verbal cues, teatimes, "physical guidance, .

Modeling:: 'ea..' Ideally,. extra-stiamlui:prodipting carried out
ih'isiinner: such that;,the critical featuree-of the relevant natural
cues are referenced. , Host 'Would agree.' that it is better 'Ito: reference

.1the naturel-cue*,than not; yet. thil!orientation does not always:exist.

..in practice. iNti.,exaMPle, 'a feeelalstudent was learning 'to use a
public restroom Ideated in 'a shopping mall. The teacher pointed to'the
appropriate door 'end ;said. "Here 'Jo the-bathroom," and then wheeled,the
student through the etttrianci. Tbe,teaCher made no attempt .tq ref Irene.

.the 'relevant natural eUe..Of the -1 ) located on the fronef.Of the
docit. -Nor did the teacher highlight' the "'skirt-like" shape.in in
attempt -to facilitate the discrimination ,betweionthe men's and women's.'
symbol..

. . .
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2. The point .at 'which theintervention..shOgld occur I

Experience.reVei/s that simply expeeing students to community
environment: does not ensure efficient or succissfgl: skill
Lion. Ind iv idtial iz ed instruct ion accentuating the 'relevant natural.
cues Must be provided if 'students are to acquire and maintain skille
in .community environments. Tlie_natural cues can-be referenced at,
two points; before a response Occurs (an antecedent teaching proCedure);
or after a response occurs, (a consequential teaching procedure).
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An antecedent teaching procedure refers to an interventiov in
which a sufficient amount of information is provided before a\
response is made so as to minimize the probability that an error
will occur. Variations of antecedent teaching procedures have also
been referred to as "errorless learning" (Sidman & Stoddard, 1967;

''Tawney, 1972; Terrace, 1963),. For purposes of intervening in
community environments, this strategy requires that the teacher use
some combination.of verbal cues,.gestures, models, and/Or physical
prompts to reference the natural cue to which the student should
respond, immediately following the completion of the previous response

the sequence. This is done in a manner so as to preclude an error
from occurring and ensure a correct response. In order to implement
an antecedent procedure, the teacher must know in advance the steps
in the skill sequence where the student will require intervention and
must be available to offer the necessary infotmation before an error
occurs. Furthermore, when providing antecedent:instruction, careful
consideration must be given to the temporal relationship between the
point at which a cue 'should become operative and the point at which a
response to that cue is actually required. This is particularly true
for cues which become operative long before a direct response is
required. For example, when purchasing gum in a departmentlitore,
a student receiving, antecedent instruction would be prompted to recall
that "gum" is the desired item and to move in the direction of the
candy rack. The actual response of securing a package of gum from the
shelf may not occur until 30 seconds later, when the student is
actually in front of the candy and gum rack.

le: Jacki is a 13-year-old 'student labelled moderately
mentally handicapped. She has been receiving instruction in a
grocery store setting for several months, and is able to per-
form all of the necessary skill* except those related to
locating the price of items; she makes repeated errors'in this
area. Her teacher decides to intervene before Jacki makes an
err by pointing to the price tag on each' item immediately after
Jacki has removed the item from the shelf. In addition, her
teacher verbally references the natural cue by saying, "Here
is the price tag; it is 47C. How much is it?" After several
sessions during which no errors have been allowed to occur, the
antecedent assistance is' gradually decreased and faded out as
Jacki begins to recognize the price tag on her own. A sequential
presentation of an antecedent teaching procedure ii depicted in
the upper' portion of Figure 2..

.

Example: Roger is a 15-year-old student with autim* who is
receiving instruction in riding the city bus. eCause 'of Roger's

tehdency to tantrum when he is corrected, and because of the safety
cOfisiderations involved 40 the activity itself, histeacher:decides
to instityte-In antecedehi teaching procedure. Roger is provided .

with verhal aeld physical prompts befogs: each step in the bus riding
sequence to ensure errorless performafte. Over the next 6 months)

. the intensity of the prompts is gradually faded until ROgeecan
perform the entire sequence independently.

'
",,g'
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Upon removing item
from, shelf

An Antecedent Teaching Procedure

Student locatai price (e.g.,
points, verbalizes,.
enters Into'Colculator)

Intervene here and
reference natural
cues: "The red
tag is important
here; it is on
sale."(T points).

"It's 47t; How much
is it"?

4.

A Consequential Teaching Procedure

Upon
shelf.
r ac v I n g item 14 Student locates price

(e.g., points,
verbalizes, enters 0
Into calculator) .0.,

either correctly ori,
Incorrectly or after
30 seconds of no
responding

-1%

Intervene here and
reference natural
cues ("The red. tag
is important, etc.")

Figure 2. A sequential presentation of antecedent and consequential teaching
procedures.
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'A consequential teaching procedure refers to an intervention in
which'a student is allowed to make a response without the provision
of teacher prompts. If the student fails to emit the correct
response within a preset latency period, then corrective information
is provided. In other words', the intervention occurs after a response
is made. A variation of this procedure has been referred to AS an
"increasing assistance" approach (Csapo, 1981; gentry et al., 1979),
and has been used effectively during the fluency-building phallie of
learning in particular,. Since errors can occur, the teacher must be
carefulto use thisrocedure only for students who will not be .

negatively affected by making mistakes or by receiving corrective
information.

Example: Sarah is a 10-year-old student labeled moderately
mentally handicapped. She has beenreceiving instruction in a
grocery store setting for several months. According to a.pre -
set performance criteria, Sarah has reached the fluency phase
on the task of interpreting price tags. Sarah's teacher now
feels that it is appropriate to use a consequential teaching
procedure. Thus, Sarah is allowed to examine a package of candy
for 10 seconds, and upon the absence of a purposeful response
(e.g., pointing to a serial number or pointing to the red sale
tag) the teacher intervenes by pointing out the correct price to
her. A sequential presentation of a consequential teaching
procedure is depicted in the lower portion of Figure 2 on page
171.

SI

!sample: Sam is a 19-year-old student who has cerebral palsy. and
is mentally retarded. In the past, Sam has demonstrated the
ability to learn from his mistakes and to Problem-solve in new
situations. After first providing instruction using an antece-
dent procedure to build initial skills, Sam's teacher decides to
use a consequential strategy during vocational training at the
local hospital. Sam is allowed to make errors and to attempt
self- correction when packaging sterile instruments, and conse -
quentidi assistance is provided only after it. is clear that Sam is
unable to solve the problem by himself. In addition to encouraging
Sam to use his problem-solving abilities, the use of this approach
enables the teacher to offer more directive instruction to the
other two students at the site.

. 4

3. The procedure used to strengthen a response-

It is often necessary to use reinforcement systems other than those
naturally available in community settings. Because of the complex and
public nature of community. environments, reinforcement procedures such .

as tokens, food rewards, lavish praise, and some types of physical
affection may be inappropriate. If the use'of such "artificial"
procedures is- critical to enable a particular student to make pro-
gress, nonstigmatizing methods of dispensing the reinforcements should
be devised. '`Whenever possible, the use of such_procedures should be
paired with the naturally-occurring reinforcers available in a

e--particular environment.
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Example: Craig, age .16, is receiving instruction at the Sunco
gas station. Craig has,a short attention span andrequires frequent
reinforcement in order to stay on task and complete his job. He
enjoys watching the mechanic work on the cars in the 'shop, so his
reacher decides to incorporate this interest into his instructional
program. Me is assigned to Amrkas an "assistant" to the mechanic
in the garage, where he is instructed in cleaning tools, wiping
counters,.sorting auto parts, sweeping and mopping the floor, and
so forth. Initially, he is given frequent breaks upon completion
of each small task, so that he"can watch the mechanic work as a
reward for task completion._ The work time is gradually lengthened
as.Craig becomes more proficient and requires less reinforcement
for this efforts.

4. The procedure used to fade instructional cues

Fading procedures are used to systematically decrease the amount
of teacher intervention provided. These strategies are appropriately
used once the student has achieved'some degree of mastery of the steps
in the skillseqatnce. The fading of instructional cues in community
environments can be accomplished through many strategies. Three ways
to fade instructional cues are discussed below.

First fading instructional cues designed to prompt, correct:or
reinforce a response can be accomplished by decreasing the amount of
physical direction; by using indirect verbal cues ("What.do you.have
to do next?"); or by allowing a longer_latency period between two responses
so that the student has the opportUnity.to initiate the second response
without the use of instructional cues.

Example: As Sean, age 13, begins to master the steps involved in
making the bed at the Travel Haven motel, his teacher gradually
decreases the amount of physical contact she provides to help
him smooth the top sheet, blanket, and spread; and uses fewer
direct verbal cues to help him move through the sequence. Though
Sean's performance rate initially drops, he becomes more inde-
pendent over the next '2 weeks, and within a month he is able to
make the bed ind96dently-within an appropriate amount of time.

A second procedure that can be used to fade instructional cues
involves modeling. This can be done in a slightly exaggerated way,
so that the student's attention is drawn to die correct response being
demonstrated.

Example: Michael, age 20, has made limited progress in learning to
order his food at.the Hamburger Haven sitdown restaurant. He
seems to have become dependent on teacher direction for the skilli
involved in. ordering hit food. In order to avoid strengthening this
dependence, his teacher decides to switch to a.modeling strategy-as
a means of fading hes direct assistance. She selects this strategy
because she knows that Michael. has excellent imitation" skills. She
arranges. for Michael to sit withtwo- other students who she
believes will benefit from an indirect modeling. procedure During
the next several sessions at the restaurant, she places Michael and
his peers in a position where they can readily observe her as she

. .
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models the ordering routine.. She slightly exaggerates her responses

to make them mare salient; for instance, she says, "I think I'll

get the menu now" and reaches for it with a pronounced gesture;
and when the waitress comes to take the order, she gives her order
In a somewhat louder voice than usual. Throughout this procedure

she checks to make sure the students are attending. Upon observing
the teacher, Michael eventually initiates the necessary responses,
and is able to order without direct teacher assistance.

A final fading strategy involves decreasing teacher-student proximity.
It is common for a teacher to sit with a student in a restaurant, or
to accompany htm.sto the break room at a vocational site, even when there

is little need for teacher assistance. Though relatively simple, a

strategy designed to fade physical presence is often overlooked even-
after students have mastered select skills. Proximity fading is a

useful strategy which can be used unobtrusively in many community
environments.

Example: Adrienne, age 14,Xo longer requires much direct,instruc-
Lion in riding the public bus. Therefore, over a period of tine,
her teacher gradually moves away from Adrienne, so that She boards
the bus on her own, sits by herself, and is allowed to independently
initiate the responses involved in exiting at thi correct stop.
Eventually, the teacher stops riding the bus with Adrienne altogether,

..and instead follows the bus in her car and meets Adrienne at her

stop. The teacher is available to assist Adrienne should she exper-
ience any difficulty, but does not actively involve herself in
giving instruction or feedback unless necessary.

The teaching procedures discussed'in this section represent only
a few of the options available to those who plan and provide instruc7.

tion in Community environments. Determining which prompting proce-
dure(s) to use to accentuate the relevant cue, whether to intervene
antecedently or consequentially, how to strengthen a response, arid
when toltde instructional cues will depend on which stage of learning

a student has entered. These stages and how they influence instruc
tional decisions are discussed in the following section.

E. Determining the Data Collection Procedures That Will. Result in

Meaningful Programmatic Changes

In this section, data collection procedures will be described which

involve: 1)°targeting a manageable number of skills; 2) using a four-

point measurement systei to secure performance. information on the targeted

skills; and 3) analysing the data to ascertain which skills have been

acquiredt.

1. Targeting a manageable number of skills

The sequence of skills necessary to engage a particular activity

can be quite lengthy. When the entire nonhandicapped person inventory
is used as a continuous assessment tool, it may becole unmanageable
and, as a result, may lose much of.its instructional value. In fact,
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when attempts are made to record the performance of a student in rela-
tion to each skilyn the sequence, it is often at the expense of
instruction. Rather than treat each skill as a separate entity, a
teacher might group many of the skills together because of their parallel
functions. The designation of a parallel skill is based on the notion
that the performance of one skill in a sequence may be topographically
similar to another. Consider a student-Who is learning to browse in a
department store. He or she is to examine records, magazines, hair
accessories, and gum. The skills required to examine one item are very
similar to those required to examine others. For eXample, the response
of replacing "People" magazine on the rack.in the department store
involves identifyidg another item with the same cues (e.g., the same
pictures on the cover; the label "People") or recalling its original
location. Similarly, the response of replaCing the Trident gum involves
the identification of an item with similar cues (e.g., blue and white
package; and label "Trident ") or recalling its original location.'

Thus, a parallel skill entitled, "Returns the item to the appropriate ,

location" can be designated. Table 5 presents an inventory of browsing
in a department store which has been adapted to enable, the measurement
of parallel skills.

2. Using a four-point measurement system

Probably the most popular measurement system teed by teachers
involves the recording of a plus (+) if the student perforate skill
correctly and-a minus (-) if hi/she does not. Although this may be
adequate for some informational needs, it is less so when information
about the nature of an error is desired. The denotation of a minus
merely indicates that the student did not perform the skill correctly.
It does not offer insight as to how the skill was misperformed, and thus,"'
the teacher has 1,!4:1e information that can be used to make future
intervention deci s. Consider the shortcomings of this system as
presented in the following example provided by Livi and Ford (1983):

As a part of the activity of "making a sandwich," Shawn was to
perform the skill, "Obtain a, loaf of bread." A minus was
recorded on the data sheet indicating that'Shawn did.not:obtain
the bread. But it Aid not indicate whether he:

a) initiated the responie by moving toward a location in which
theibread would be likely to be,tound (e.g., cupboard,
refrigerator, and breadbox);

b) responded to the relevant natural cues which are specific
to that site (e.g., the breadboximis the relevant cue, in
that it id the place where the.bfead is located in the
nonschool domestic training site);,

c) performed the actions in a topographically acceptable manner
by opening-the bteadbox and grasping the loaf of bread; and

performed the actions in a qualitatively acceptable manner, by
grasping the bread with reasonable pressure, removing the .

loaf, leaving the other contents inside:the box and so forth.
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Table 5

Inventory Which Includes the Parallel Skills to de Measured Across
Allpf the Items Examined in the Department Store

I. Enters the-department store.

:) 2. Arranges list (picture or written) and calculator (if appropriate) for ready use.01.

3. Examines item on list.

,4

Parallel Skills
Items

Record Magazine Hair Gum
Accessories

a. Turns in the 'direction of unexamined dis-
plays in search of item.-

b. Scans and walks past displawthat do not
have the desired item until within view of
the cues associated with the location of t
item desired.

he

c. Moves purposefully (e.g., fixates on array,
turns deliberately) in the direction of

.

d. Stands in front of the display of items and
scans for the specific item desired.

e. Removes item from display and examines.

f. Locates price (e.g., points, verbalizes,
enters into calculator)

g. Returns the item to the appropriate location

the des; red. i tem.

4. Searches for cash register by walking.doknimein aisle'in the direction of check-Out
counters.

5. Scans area, to left and right; and cOittinues.search by walking past aisles and areas
that are not check-out counters; until within view of "front of store"; service desk

6. Turns In the direction of check-out counters.

7. Locates check-out counters.

6. Stands at the endof line.

9. Movei In line.

10. Places item on counter.

11. Greets - verbally or gesturally the clerk..

12. Gives clerk money.

13. Receives change.

14. Picks up package.

.15. Responds to other verbal cues of clerk.

16: Leaves the departmlent store. v4
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To provide more precise information about an incorrect res-
ponse, a four-point measurement system was developed which included:

a) the initiationertherespOnse;

b) the response to the relevant naturales;

c) the performance of the actions in a topographically accep-
table manner;' and

) the performance of the actions in a qualitatively 'sweep -
table manner.

Using this four-point system, Shawn's performance on the skill,
"obtains a loafof bread" might be recorded as:

Responds
to rele-
vant
natural

Conditions Skills Initiates cue(s)

A breadbox Obtains
located on a loaf
the counter- of bread

Performs
in Topo-
graphi-
cally
Acceptabli
Manner

Performs
in Quali-
tatively
Accep-
table
Manner

These data now offer such sore precise information about Shawn's
performance. They indicate that he: a) initiated the response
(he opened the cupboard in search of the bread); b) did not
respond to the relevant natural cue (t* relevant cue was the
breadbox.not the cupboard; c) performid the actions in a topo-
graphicalli acceptable manner (upon informing Shawn of the correct
location of the bread, he was able to perform the motions necessary
to remove it from the box); and d) did .pot perform the, actions in
a qualitatively acceptable manner (Shawn exerted so much pressure
on the loaf that several of thdpieces could not be placed in
the toaster) .

3. Ascertaining the- amount bf learningthat has occurred

One primary .objective of instruction in the community for
severely handicapped students should be the acquisition of those
skills that will be isportatt tostheir current or futOre func-
tioning.- However, the maintenance and generalization of skill
performance are at least as important to the success of a program
as is the actual acquisition. ,Thus, a critical lu stion that must
be,asked is, "When should instruction be terminat in the training
environment so that measures of generalization a maintenance
can be instituted?"'
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Often, the decision to terminate instruction in the community
training environment is based on a time-determined progression.
That is, at the start of the'semester Or the school year, instruc-
tion in a particular.comMUnity environment is scheduled for a pre-
set period of time (e.g., grocery shopping instruction occurs
each Tuesday mo ing for 2 months, at which time it is replace&
by restaurant struction). This scheduling practice is uSiklly
donetoeneur that each student in the class has a reasonable amount
of access t a wide array of. environments. While,such'long term
schedul is important, attempts should be made to build in a
certain,degree of flexibility. Adjustments in the schedule are,
often necessary due to the unpredictable performance of students.

be_characterized- by-various- stages-'-of
learning. Liberty, Haring, and Martin (1981) have described four
stages of learning: the acquisition stage, the fluency stage, the
maintenance stage and the generalization stage. Each of these:,
stages can influence the decisions to terminate instruction in a
conmunity environment and to arrange for maintenance and generalisa-
tion 'probis,

F

The acquisition stage of learning is'concerned with the skills
that are missing from the repertoire of a Severely handicapped
student. During this stage of learning, emphasis is placed oiseit
teaching the student to perform the targeted. skills in a topo-
graphically correct manner in response to relevant natural, cues.
Here, little emphasis is placed,on time dimensions, suctcas how.
long it takes the-student to perform the skill or the latency at
which a response occurs:

Examples Rachel, age 7,:is receiving instruction in itreet
crossing twice, each week." her .way from school to the local
library and shopping mall. One of the skills tergeted in the
street -croseing-sequence is to push; the "walk". button -at four
lighted intersections encountered during the Rachel has
now acquired this skill based on a preset performance criterion:,
That is, she is able to identify the intersections that have the
"walk" buttons and push them without teacher assistance. qt1-
though she has learned these actions, it still takes her an-
inordinate am nt of,time to scan, the environment, locate the
button, and pu t. .Thereforevinstruction is planned for
the next stage of yearning, which is fluency. During that
stage, the latency .nd rate diff ti will be addressed. -

The fluency stage of learning is concerned with the time dimen-
sions of performance. Thui, while acquisition of a skill may
-.entail the performance pf a topographically correct response to a
natural cue (e.g.,:reaching for the knife during a meal preparation
activity), fluency may require that the action be performed within
a reasonable time.period.(e.g., grasping the knife within 7 seconds).
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Example: Crystal is a 17- year -old student who is diagnosed as
paraplegic and mentally retarded. She'is learning to make a
peanutbutter and cracker snack in a domestic training site.
For several weeks, her teacher has used an',antecedent training
procedure to.teach-Crystal to lrepare a snack (three crackers
with peanut butter). yhile she is able to perform many of the
actions necessary to prepare this Snack, her rate is very
slow. Originally, the teacher planned to switch from the.
"cracker" preparation to "sandwich" preparation it the end of 3
weeks'. However, in Crystal's case, a decision was made to con -
tinue'instruction to build fluency on the targeted skills..
When Crystal has become more fluent on the targeted skills,
generalization sessions will be held to determine the'extent
-to -which -the- skills-required-to- prepare --a cracker--snac-k-transfer

to the sandwich-making activity.

The maintenance. stage of learning' is concerned-with the perior
mince of previously acquired, fluent skills across time.

Example: Larry, an 11-year-old severely handicapped student, was
taught to function in a feat food restaurant. When he became
fluent hz a select number oftargeted skills, instruction was
terminated. in that environment. ight..weekt later, Larry
returned to the restaurant in which hMhad been trained. Data
were'collected to ascertain the extenttO which the skills pre -.
vidusly acquired were maintained. Greater than 902 of the skills
were maintained. Therefore, no further instruction was prOvided
at that_site. 'Plans were made, however, to schedule mainten-
ance sessions until that environment. ceased to beimportint to
Larry..

.

The generalizatiOn stage of learning'isaeincernid with the
performance of previously acquired, (luent skills across persons,'
places,. and materials. 'Typically, generalization is said to, have
occurred when-the skills acquired in the training environment are
performed in a similar but novel nontreining environment

,

Exampler Jeanette is a 12-year-old student who is deaf and blind.
She has been receiving. vocational instruct/0n at the state.offiCe
building located in Capitol City. She has been working on pre
paring mailinge for the personnel department.' Recently, she has'
become quite fluent at this task. Consequently, the teacher has.
decided -to arrange for a generalization s'ssion.' This arrange-
ment will involve moving Jeanette to a new department in the
building whereshe will be expected to per orm a similar teak but
under novel conditions.

IV. SUMMARY

The teaching procedures discussed in this paper are meant to be
representative of some of the' options available to .a teacher providing
instruction in community environments. The selection of a procedure'
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or combination of procedures should be,based on an indiVidual student's
laming style and rate,, as well as on the requirements of the com-

munity environment. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. Proce-

dures are often selected at random, and the resulting instruction is not

nearly as efficient as 41 could be. Teachers must be aware that there

is a wide range;of procedural options available, and that if students

fail.to acquire skills in a community environment, the instructional
procedures, not the students, are likely to be at fault. Though non-

school instructiOn,presentt challenges not encountered In school-based
-programming, a variety of procedures do exist which can be adapted and

applied in community environments.

a

I
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